31 Students representing 14 projects from New York City were eligible for National History Day, the five-day culminating History Day event bringing together winning projects from around the world. Students and mentors have been working non-stop for months and it is a tremendous achievement to have gotten this far in the contest. Below is a list of students from the New York City region who ranked at New York State History Day.

**Outstanding Affiliate Winners**

**New York State—Junior Division**
*Dr. Pap: Pioneer in Early Cancer Prevention*
Ava Konstantinidis, Diamantis Katsipoutis, Bill Tsimbikos, Alexander Lambert, Love Lee
Hellenic Classical Charter School
Junior Group Documentary

**New York State—Senior Division**
*The Abraham Lincoln Brigade: The First Desegregated American Fighting Force*
Iago Macknik-Conde
Home School
Senior Individual Performance

**Finalists**

**Senior Individual Exhibit**
*Mendez v. Westminster: Challenging Latino Segregation in the U.S.*
Benjamin Goihman
Stuyvesant High School

**Senior Individual Performance**
*The Abraham Lincoln Brigade: The First Desegregated American Fighting Force*
Iago Macknik-Conde
Home School

**Senior Individual Documentary**
*Little Rock: A Frontier of the Global Cold War*
Lawson Wright
Horace Mann School

**Junior Group Performance**
*“In Nature, Nothing Exists Alone”: DDT on Trial*
Wyatt Simpson, Gabriel Oscher,Una Joy Hornick, Lucas Hayes
The Speyer Legacy School

**Senior Group Performance**
*David Sarnoff: The Visionary of the Television Frontier*
Dylan Ma, Carol Hon, Vanessa Chen, Lucas McGarvey, William Tang
Stuyvesant High School

**Junior Group Documentary**
*Dr. Pap: Pioneer in Early Cancer Prevention*
Ava Konstantinidis, Diamantis Katsipoutis, Bill Tsimbikos, Alexander Lambert, Love Lee
Hellenic Classical Charter School